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lapigeonclub@gmail.com

President: Leon Stephens (626-443-8314)
1st VP: Charlie Rowe (zugbug13@yahoo.com)
2nd VP & Membership Secretary: Fred Maenpa (714-538-7408, fjmaenpa@sbcglobal.net)
Treasurer: Dennis Weyrauch (310-832-2570; dweyrauch41@yahoo.com)

Announcements

Recording Secretary: Kathie Johnson (kajejohnson8@gmail.com)
Special Awards/Fund Raiser Chairman: Lynn Watson (949-492-3078)

This Month’s Club
Meeting - Thursday,
Dec. 10.
Send your Pageant
Marked Catalog
Ads to Gary Romig.
Nominations for
2016 Officers and
Board Members will
start from January
meeting.

Junior Director: Lonny Mefferd (lapcjrs@yahoo.com);
Bulletin Editor: Chuck Zeller (zellercj@yahoo.com)
Board Members: Bob Nolan (949-493-0167; robertnolan@cox.net); Lennie Mefferd
(lmefferd1@aol.com); George de La Nuez (georgedlnue@att.net); Stan Makse
(eskam99@hotmail.com); Brad Foyil (b.foyil@gmail.com); Ken Davis (daviak84@verizon.net);
Lonny Mefferd (mtax_lmefferd@yahoo.com); Lynn Watson (949-492-3078)

2015 Club Officers & Board Members

Membership Application

Los Angeles Pigeon Club
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Home Address: ______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Tel: _______________________

Email:__________________________________

Dues (Per Year): Senior - $20, Family - $25, Junior - $7
Mail Form and Dues to: Fred Maenpa, 1228 Jodi St., Orange, CA 92867
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W

ell… another successful Pageant is in the books. Reports are that after
a bit of a rough start due to problems pulling the new 53’ semi trailer
out of Monica’s property and switching to a backup plan, things went pretty
smooth from then on. Problems cropping up are inevitable it seems but how
they are dealt with is what matters, and the LAPC proved once again they
were up to any challenge.
Beings this issue of our bulletin is the first following the Pageant I’ll cut my
editors notes short so more on the Pageant can be included in this issue. Also,
this is our last Bulletin for the year. Shaheed and I thank those of you that have
contributed material for this year’s bulletins, and encourage all to contribute
what they think would be of interest to our members in the coming year.
Please keep in mind that nominations for officers will take place at our
January meeting so think about who you want to serve as officers for the 2016
term. Of course the Feb. meeting will be election night and nominations can
also be made at that meeting before the ballots are distributed to current paid
up members. One thing that needs to be said is if you want to nominate
someone for a LAPC officer position, know what the responsibilities of that
position are, and that the person you nominate for any position also knows
those responsibilities, and is willing to serve if elected.

“L

they are up to any challange...
Soon the board will meet to among other things decide on where the 2016
Pageant will be held. By then the board will I’m sure have a financial statement
even if just a preliminary one on this year’s Pageant, listing the income and
outgoing costs so the board can better determine if the Pageant will remain at
the Ontario Convention Center for 2016. Fred has already been in
communication with the Convention Center folks so that the discussion can be
communicated to the board.
Out of so many things I was informed of regarding the Pageant, one
particular thing shocked me. I was informed that there were several individuals
observed in the OCC parking lot selling birds out of their pickup truck campers.
That is strictly against not only the LAPC Pageant rules but against the Ontario
Convention Center rules. I’m sure those who violated the rule on selling
anything in the parking lot knew they were not allowed to do so, and they were
jeopardizing our holding future Pageants at the OCC, but decided to do so
anyway!!! I’m sure while this year some got away with breaking the rules, at
next year’s Pageant if the same persons do so again they will be dealt with
through the OCC security.
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General view of the show hall at the 2015 Pageant.

APC proved once again

General view of the show hall center aisle.

4,079 Birds
97 Breeds

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

Venue: The state of the art facility Ontario Convention Center.
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One
Great
Show

Tony Cardoza with his Reserve Champion West of England.

Bill Griebel with his overall 3rd place winning Saxon Whitetail.

Parade
John DeCarlo Jr’s
African Owl won the
overall 4th place.

Of

Champions

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss
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Thomas Hellman from Germany (right), Ken Chatwin from Canada
(middle), and Rick Barker from Temecula judged the Parade.

Melissa Ferrell’s
Jacobin won the
overall 5th place.

F

irst I would like to thank all the exhibitors and those who attended the 2015 Pageant for once again making the
Pageant of Pigeons one of the premier pigeon shows in America. Things got off to a bit of a rocky start when our new
53’ semi-trailer could not be pulled from the Soares property and transported to the show hall. There were a couple
things that caused the problem; however, at the end, and going to an alternate plan, our show equipment got to the
show hall. The problems encountered caused the setting up of the show to run behind schedule. The work crew
adapted quickly and the show hall was set up with no further hitches.
I’d like to extent my personal thanks to everyone at setup on Tuesday and Wednesday for taking things in stride.
Even with our problems, everything was ready to go when the birds began arriving on Wednesday afternoon. Special
thanks must go out to Lennie Mefferd, Lonny Mefferd, Ken Davis and Charlie Rowe who went way above and beyond
the call of duty by downloading the 53' trailer and shuttling the legs, tables, and cages to the showroom. Thanks again
to everyone and the many speciality clubs that helped with the tear down on Saturday afternoon. The cages, tables,
and legs came down quickly and made the job much easier for the cleanup crew. Thanks must also go out to Stan
Makse for taking the time to answer, in a simple but direct manor, questions some had concerning the Pageant. Stan
handled the questions in a professional manner which allowed me to concentrate on other matters. I must say, I
actually had time to just sit back and enjoy most of the Pouter/Cropper judging which was not possible at the Grand
National this past January. Honestly, I still can’t believe I had the time to watch and even participate in the
Pouter/Cropper judging like most everyone else. It was also great to have the time to visit with so many fanciers from
both near and far. Again, without others stepping up, that would not have been possible.
Before continuing let me say that due to the problems involved in getting our big trailer to the show hall, we have
now arranged to have both of our semi-trailers to be stored at a local storage facility with security. We also arranged to
have the trailers pulled to the facility on the Sunday morning following the show after they were loaded. In the near
future the board will need to discuss if the trailers will be stored there permanently, or for only the three months that
was paid for in advance. During this time we have authorized for a few required repairs to be taken care
of on both of the trailers. As with most things that are only used
once a year, just sitting and not being moved causes things to
deteriorate and need attention.
I have been in constant contact with the OCC staff in regards to the
2016 Pageant of Pigeons once again being held at Ontario Convention
Center. A part of those talks is in regards to the LAPC using hall “A”,
which is larger than hall “B”. We were using hall “B” this year. I am
awaiting some answers, as well as the figures on the additional cost of
hall “A” so this information can be presented to the LAPC board. Also
factoring into the equation will be how the 2015 Pageant financial
statement tally’s up. This means how the income vs costs balance out.
In closing, I would like to again thank everyone for their help in
insuring that the 2015 Pageant of Pigeons goes in the books as a
success, not only financially, but in the overall impression the show.
Several have commented that this was one of the cleanest, most well
maintained, and smoothest run pigeon shows they’ve ever attended. I
truly appreciate the favorable comments. They are especially sweet as
many of the same comments were expressed following the LAPC
hosted January 2015 NPA Grand National.
As always, the LAPC board welcomes everyone's input. The board
is always striving to improve each and every Pageant as we move
forward from year to year. If you think of something that could be
No job was too small for the dynamic duo Fred
improved, or possibly done differently, please let us know. We welcome
and Stan as they were seen even swiping the
your ideas.

Fred Maenpa
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show hall floor.

Special thanks to Tom Moss, Joy Datanagon, Lonny Mefferd, Layne Gardner, George de la Nuez, Gary
Romig, Kathie Johnson, Bob Nolan, and Larry Foos for taking the time to take great pictures and video
clips of the show and for sending those to us for our publications.

Quite a few participants attended the
Junior program.

Junior Award Recipients
Grand Champion: Gavin DeCarlo
3-12 Group:
1st Place: Mia Mefferd – Portugese Tumbler; 2nd Place:
Vincent Pizzuto – Saddle Homer; 3rd Place: Vincent
Pizzuto – Modena; 4th Place: Natasha Soares – Fantail;
5th Place: Mia Mefferd – English Shortface Tumbler

LAPC Junior’s Director Lonny Mefferd & his wife Michelle
are relentless workers with the Juniors every year.

13-17 Group:
1st Place: Gavin DeCarlo – Italian Owl; 2nd Place: Zack
Ferrel – Voorburg Shield Cropper; 3rd Place: Jonny
DeCarlo III – Old German Owl; 4th Place: Connor Hays –
Portugese Tumbler; 5th Place: Zack Ferrel – Jacobin

Left: Raffle winners.
Junior’s 50/50 Raffle
was a huge success
bringing in about $600
for the Juniors.
Below: Some of the
Junior winners (pictures
courtesy Tom Moss).
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Members of the Southern California
Color Piteon Club
Auction at the ET Club meet; John
Heppner was the auctioneer and Art
Pamplona can be seen explaining the
details of a pair of birds.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

Top Left: Dennis Rogers introduces the Show
King judge Charles Bacon at the beginning of
the show. Seated left to right: Stu Austin,
Darvin Jenner and Jim Torrao; standing
behind Ron Zottneck.
Top Right: (from left to right) Show Secretary
Fred Maenpa talking to the folks in charge of
the info desk, Lennie Mefferd, Samantha
Mefferd & Nicole Gonzalez.
Bottom Left: Javier Gomez (right) is
presenting Bob Christman with the So Cal
West Club and National West Club best
baldhead West awards at the West Club meet.
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Top Left: (from left to right)Tony Cardoza, Monica Soares, Mitch Soares, Melissa Ferrell & George De La Nuez
showing the Pageant Champion’s Plaques. Top Left: (from left to right)Tony Cardoza, Monica Soares, Mitch Soares,
Melissa Ferrell & George De La Nuez showing the Pageant Champion’s Plaques.

Left: Bill Griebel & George de la Nuez began the
setup with the difficult task of hanging the banners
early in the morning.
Top: A lot of effort goes into setting up such a large
show; temp workers were a big help.
Right Upper: Kathie Johnson made an eyecatching center décor for the show hall.
Right Bottom: Notable pigeon memorabilia
collector and long time LAPC member Lynn Watson
made an impressive art display at the entry hall.
Bottom: A lot of people helped in the setup and
teardown; Dave Maikpo of Fallbrook & Jay Beals
can be seen busy during setup.

Picture Courtesy
Tom Moss

Right: The ET
group is known to
put on the best
décor for their
area, this year
was no exception
as can be seen.
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Far Left: It is always inspiring to
see young generation stepping
up. Julian Chacon, son of Jerry
Chacon helped to clean up the
show hall floor at teardown.
Left: This year, teardown went
much smoothly with the help of
many. Chinese Owl group can
be seen leading the teardown.

WHAT A

Picture Courtesy
Tom Moss

Drew Lobenstein did an
excellent job as the MC with
many humorous notes
throughout the evening.

Picture Courtesy
Tom Moss

Left: Buffet style dinner was
greatly enjoyed by everyone. Steve
Ball (left) and John Mahaffy (right)
can be seen at the front of the line.
Bottom: Star-of-the-night Mia
Mefferd sits among other members
of the Mefferd Clan. Monica
Soares’s mother can be seen at
the far end accompanied by Rick
Barker and George Masucci and
his wife Linda to the left.

Picture Courtesy
Tom Moss
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Left: Each table had the most beautiful centerpiece
decoration; thanks to Monica Soares and her mom.

It was a wonderful evening with a lot of friends and families, great food, and with an amicable atmosphere.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

A number of awards were presented. (left to right) Lonny Mefferd Don Andrews Memorial Award for Outstanding Service to LAPC for
2015; Leon Stephens - I.W. Metcalf Memorial Award for 25 plus years
of service to LAPC; John DeCarlo Jr. - Don Andrews Memorial Award
for Outstanding Service to LAPC for 2015; Karlheinz Sollfrank - Court
of Honor Award for Outstanding contributions to the pigeon fancy
worldwide (accepted by Thomas Hellmann of Germany); Md Shaheed
- President's Award for Meritorious Service to LAPC; Dennis
Weyrauch - Honorary Lifetime Member of LAPC award.

Incoming NPA District 10 Director & LAPC member
Cam Datanagon, his wife Joy and their son Jason came
from Hawaii to attend the show and helped in setup. As
part of their visit, they went to Disneyland.

Disability could not stop this visitor from
coming to the show and enjoying.

Fantail breeder John McClanahan was in great spirits on his
motorbike with Dennis Lawrence at the back looking at Birds!!.

Picture Courtesy
Tom Moss

Bob Nolan (right) and Kathie Johnson (third from right)
are with our visitors from New Zealand Steve Bleven
(left) and his wife Lyn Bleven.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

ET Breeder Laurie Mueller (right)
from Utah posing with Martin
Enriques from Riverside.
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Dr. Ali Siddique (right) from Redland is a long
time friend of Frank Barrachina and Tally
Mezzanatto and a great pigeon enthusiast.

Thomas Hellman came from Germany as the Show
Photographer; however, he also judged the
Capuchines and the Parade of Champions.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

The Volieres were a huge attraction to
the fanciers and visitors.

Rick Barker’s Voorburg Shield Croppers won the 2nd Place.
Steve Ball’s beautiful Saxon Shields won the well-deserved
1st Place in the Volieres competition.

Left: 3rd Place
winning West of
England Tumblers.
Right: Egyptian
Swifts.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

Left: English
Magpie.
Right: Taganrog
Tumbler.
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Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

Lonny Mefferd’s daughter Divina (right)
was phenomenal throughout the show
helping her dad in setup, Junior’s Raffle,
Junior’s program and a lot more.

Layne Gardner (pictured) along with George
de la Nuez provided the much needed
support to Thomas Hellman photographing
the various breed champions.

Mike Cobb was a busy person throughout the
show judging a number of breeds. He is seen
here judging the Frillbacks.

“T

he judging areas were against the wall in a row. You could go from one breed to
another to see some great birds without a lot of walking. The breeders were intermingling
with each other with ease which made the whole show family friendly. After all we're just
one big family brought together by the love of the birds.
Robert Sanchez, Albuquerque, NM.

Tom Moss graciously worked hard, just like in many other previous
occasions, taking wonderful pictures throughout the show and specially
the Junior’s Program and the Banquet to be used in LAPC publications.
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Famous Artists and LAPC members Samantha Wendell
(left) and her compatriot Lucien van Oosten (not pictured)
had two booths set up in the hallway with primarily
pigeon/bird art that drew a lot of attention. Samantha is
seen here with her friends (right to left) Diane Jacky, Kathie
Johnson and the great pigeon lover Sieglinde Tate from
Nippmo, Califoria who has over 5,000 pigeons.

Picture Courtesy Tom Moss

(From left to right)Tony Cardoza, Monica Soares, Mitch Soares,
Melissa Ferrell & George De La Nuez showing the Pageant
Champion’s Plaques.

Kathie Johnson won the Best Female Fancier Award with her
White Pomeranian Pouter. The three judges are (from right to left)
Drew Lobenstein, Gerald Weibe, and John DeCarlo Sr.

LAPC Court Of Honor Award 2015
Perhaps some 20 years ago the Los Angeles Pigeon Club established an award called
its Court of Honor, intended to recognize pigeon fanciers who have made outstanding
contributions to the pigeon hobby worldwide. The previous honorees are Wendell M.
Levi, for his authoring of the book The Pigeon and Frank H. Hollmann for his
publication of the American Pigeon Journal for a period of over 60 years. After a
number of years since the last award, LAPC Board of Directors voted Karlheinz
Sollfrank of Nurnburg, Germany into its Court of Honor. Herr Sollfrank is world famous
for establishing the largest pigeon museum in existence. With pigeon artifacts valued
at over five million dollars it ranks second to none. Karlheinz purchased the Don
Andrews art collection for $20,000 which was inherited by the LAPC upon Mr. Andrews
death. This came at a time when the club was in dire need of new coops for its
Pageant show. In addition, when the LAPC lost those cages in the disastrous fire of
2002, he donated $1,000 towards new cooping. He also was a major financial sponsor
of the club's centennial book The History Of The LAPC by Bob Nolan.
Karlheinz Sollfrank with his grandson.
Of equal importance is that Karlheinz has played a major role in opening up interaction between German and American
fanciers. He has visited our LAPC sponsored nationals and Pageants and invited American fanciers to his museum and
the giant Nurnburg pigeon show. American fanciers visiting German shows have been accorded special privileges and
through Karlheinz's introductions many new friendships have been made by LAPC members. An exchange of ideas has
led to adoption of improvements for both groups. With these accomplishments and contributions the Los Angeles Pigeon
Club proudly welcomes Karlheinz Sollfrank into its Court of Honor.

LAPC thanks the vendors who
participated at the 2015 Pageant. Top
Left: LAPC member Diane Jacky and her
husband at the Art By Diany Jacky
booth; Middle: LAPC member Richard
Oceguera at the High Point Pigeon
Supply booth; Top Right: Jedd’s had the
largest booth; Bottom Right:
P.14 Representatives at the Ropa-B booth.

eeting was called to order by
President Leon Stephens at 7:40
p.m. All officers present except Brad Foyle
and Lonny Mefferd. Visitors were Stan and
Gab Avez, Alex Munoz and his uncle.
Application for membership to be voted on
was Loren Lukens; approved for membership.
Oct. minutes were read by recording
secretary Kathie Johnson voted on and
approved.
Old Business - Pageant information
provided by Fred Maenpa. At this time entry is
4,027 birds (note final entry came in around
4,075 birds). Fred expressed concern that
some of our hotel reservations were not
recorded properly. He had a list of those
rooms reserved and asked those present to
see if their names were on the list.
Announced that Bill Griebel and George De
La Nuez would be in the show room on
Tuesday set up day hanging banners by Gary
Romig at 6:30 a.m. Stan Makse and Fred
Maenpa to open show room for set up at 8:00
a.m. Judging areas for the most part would be
restricted to 15 ft. Lennie & Lonny Mefferd to
bring in hired workers at 9:00 a.m. No sell
section due to lack of space. Birds can get an
early release for $5.00 each.
New Business - Introduced Indian film
maker Mr. Supra who along with his crew is
making a film with pigeons being a central
theme. He shared the concept of his film with
the membership and asked for assistance. He
was invited to attend the Pageant of Pigeons
and do interviews and filming.
Good & Welfare - Bob Nolan thanked
members who participated with ads and
articles for the Purebred Pigeon special on
the Ontario National. Editor Doratha Connally
stated this was the issue that got the most
positive response in the ten years she had
been publishing the magazine. Bob had
copies available at the meeting. He also gave
a brief report on his trip to Abbotsford,
Canada where he and John DeCarlo Jr and
Lennie Mefferd judged around 800 birds. Bob
also shared his experience visiting Ernie
Silviera's Western Canadian Hatchery where
he was given a tour by Ernie. Bob marveled
at how 250,000 chicks were hatched and
processed in a week.
Program For the evening - Show Roller
fancier Mickey McSurdy of Valley Center,
Calif. presented a talk on his favorite breed,
the Show Roller. He covered the
development, history, qualities to look for in a
good bird and brought several beautiful
examples of the breed to illustrate his talk.
Mickey's presentation was very well received
by the membership. A big thank you to
Mickey for his efforts.
Birthday celebrators for Nov.: Monica
Soares, Chet Edmunds, Michele Mefferd, and
Saul Munoz. Motion to adjourn to raffle made
by George Masucci, seconded by Stan Makse
meeting adjourned at 8:20 pm.
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Monica Soares with the beautiful birthday cake.

Some of the new member applicants and visitors.

Filmmaker Mr. Supra and his comrades
presented an idea of a film involving pigeons.

Respectfully submitted by

Kathie Johnson

Quite a few attendees at the meeting.

M

November Issue Breed

Seljuk Tumbler
Congratulations to

Diane Jacky,
Donovon White,
Jerry Sindelar
For correct answer to
last month’s quiz.

Live….Love.…Laugh….

A beautiful collection of postage stamps was published in 1997 in New Zealand.
Collector and picture courtesy Jerry Sindelar from Canada.
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• Full Leach Grain and
Milling line of pigeon feed
mixes and grit mixes
• Special mixes upon
request
• Leach Grain and Milling
aviary and cage bird
• mixes and seeds
• Pigeon supplies and
medications
• Smithco products for
pigeons
• We buy and sell pigeons
from our customers

3895 E Mission Blvd
ᴥ
Pomona, CA 91766
www.pomonafeed.com
Tel: 909-622-4989
Fax: 909-620-1549
Mon – Fri 9:00am – 5:30pm
Sat 8:00am – 5:00pm
Closed Sunday

We regularly support the Los Angeles
Pigeon Club Raffles and Auctions by
donating feed and supplies.

Place
Postage

Los Angeles Pigeon Club
Fred Maenpa
1228 Jodi Street
Orange, CA 92867
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Upcoming Meeting: Thursday, Dec. 10, 2015 @ 7:00 pm
11431 McGirk Ave., El Monte, CA 91732
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Invite Family
& Friends

